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An electric table top grill in a class of its own, with plenty of power and outstanding materials for perfect grilling pleasure 
indoors and outdoors. Whether grilling on the ribbed BBQ surface or cooking on the flat Teppanyaki side of the two 
reversible grill plates – the results are always perfect and naturally low in fat thanks to the inclined plates. The grill plates 
are equipped with a modern, high-quality ceramic non-stick coating, which is PFAS-free. The temperature of the two 
plates can be regulated separately up to 230 °C, so that you can sear hearty steaks wonderfully hot, but also gently bake 
delicious pancakes. Convenience and safety are perfectly combined. The XXL power cord and the removable splash 
guard are just as impressive when it comes to handling as the infinitely variable temperature control with overheating 
protection when grilling. The BBQ 2025 is a mobile table top grill that will quickly become the best grilling friend in any 
household. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

Technical data:  
 type: BBQ 2025 
 230 V ~  2000 W    stainless steel/black 
 2 high-quality reversable grill plates made of solid aluminium die-cast 
 versatile combination possibilities 

- ribbed grilling surface for typical grill marks 
- flat Teppanyaki surface 
- both grilling areas can be regulated separately 

 temperature infinitely settable up to 230 °C  
 high-quality ceramic non-stick coating (PFAS-free), suitable for cleaning in the dishwasher  
 grill plates slightly inclined inwards for low-fat grilling 
 on/off switch, pilot lamps, double overheating protection 
 extra-long XXL power cord (2 m) 
 removable drip tray, removable splash guard/windscreen 
 EAN: 40 01797 294203 

TABLE TOP GRILL  
with two reversible grill plates 

Pure grilling pleasure indoors and outdoors 


